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Master

IN ~ CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIRST CIRCUIT

STATE OF HAWAII

In the Matter of the Estate EQUITY NO. 2048
)

)
)

of MASTER'S REPORT R~GARDING
SPECIAL PURPOSE TRUSTEES'
REPORT FILED ON APRIL 27,
1999; CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

BERNICE P. BISHO~,
)

Deceased.
)

ubc 'prgA&~. 'report., .,1rSAu41 ~

MASTER' S REPOR~ REGARDING SPECIAL PURPOSE
- TRUSTEES' REPORT P:ILED APR:tL 27. 1999

Comes now COLBERT M. MATSUMOTO, duly appointed Master

for the lO9t.h 110m, and lll~ Annual Accounts of HENRY HAALILIO

PETERS, OSWALD KOFOAD STENDER, RICHARD StJNG HUNG WONG, MARION MAE

TRUSTEES UNDER THELOKELANI LINDSEY and GERARD AULAMA JERVIS,

WILL AND OF THE ESTATE OF BERNICE PAUAHI BISHOP, DECEASED

(hereinafter the "Incumbent Trustees") and hereby submits this

report and makes the findings set forth therein regarding the

1999,Special Purpose T~stee5' Report tiled herein on April 27,

regarding the pending, IRS Audit. of the Trust Estate and j.ts

subsidiaries.



I. PROCEDUR.AL HISTORY

On November 17, 1997, the Master's Report on che One

Hundred Ninth Annual Account of the Trustees (nlO9tb Master's

Report" ) first disclosed to the Court the pendency of the IRS

Audit of the Trust Estate. Your Master reported that

The information sought pursuant to t-he audit is
quite extensive and overlaps a number of areas of
inquiry in connection with the annual account. Despite
the potential significance of that inquiry, your Master
has not had an opportunity to obtain adequace
information regarding its nature and scope.

The Master's Consolidated Report on the 109~ llotn,

and lll~ Annual Accounts of the Trustees filed herein on

"Master's Consolidated Report") again reported1998August 7,

that the IRS was conducting a wide-ranging audi~ of the Trust

Estate. The IRS Audit was described as covering ac~ivities of

the Trust Estate and Incumbent Trustees during the three fiscal

years being reviewed

The Master's Consolidated Reporc cautioned thac based

(IIDRs")upon issues raised by the Intormation Document Requests

their conduct mightrelating to individual Incumbent Trustees,

become subjects of the audit. As such, negotiations between the

IRS and the Trust Estate through the Incumbent Trustees might

involve situations of conflicting interests which might

necessitate Court intervention to ensure that such conflicts

would be dealt with appropriately and the interests of the Trust

Estate properly protected. Recommendation No. 18 of the Mascer~s

Consolidated Report cherefore recommended tha~ ~he Courc issue

appropriate orders to the Incumbent Trustees





Estate, we [the IRS] have suspended communicacion wich
the trusCees and their agents and powers of atcorney
with whom we have been dealing. We will resume
commun~cations and the exchange of informacion upon
notification that che issue concerning the conflict of
interest has been resolved so that we know that the
persons with whom we are dealing are authorized to act
on behalf of the Estate in this matter.

See SXh~b~ t XX to Mas ter' s second Suppl emen tal Report on the One

Hundred N.inth, One Hundred Tenth, and One Hundred Elevencb Annual

Accounts of the Trustees (~Master's Second Supplemental Report.).

Your Master therefore caused to be filed on November 2,

~9ge, the Master's SeCODa Supplemencal Reporc and on November 13

1999, filed Amended Recammendat~on No. 22 to the Master's Second

supplemental Report on the One Hundred Ninth, One Hundred Tench,

and One HUndred Eleventh Annual Accounts or the Trustees. After

the Court issued an ordera hearing held on November l3, 1998,

Adopting Amended Recommendation No. 22 of the Master's Second

Suppl emen tal Report on the One Hundred Nin tb, One HUndred Ten th,

ana One Hundred Eleventh Annual Accounts ot the Trustee6 ("Order

That orderAdopting Recommendation No. 2.2") on December 9, 1998.

provided, in part, that:

Nathan T. K. Aipa, Mark Mc.Conaghy of
PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP, and Colber~ M. Matsumoto be
appoin~ed as persons au~horized to jointly and
immediately communicate with the Internal Revenue
Service (~IRS") on behalf of the Trust Estate, its
subsidiaries and affiliates, with respect to all issues
concerning the IRS examination for the purpose of
determining the nature and extent to which there may be
a conflict between the Trustees' individual interests
and their du~ies as Trustees with respect to the IRS
examination of the Trust Estate.



On January 4, 1999, the Trust Estate received several

IRS Form 5701s from the IRS which identified various issues

related to the IRS Examination ("IRS Form 57015")

On January 9, 1999, your Master was informed by Nathan

T. K. Aipa, Eaq., general counsel of the Trust Estate, and Mark

McConaghy, isq., tax counsel to the Trust Estate, that after each

of them had reviewed the IRS Form 5701s, it was their opinion

that each of the Incumbent Trustees faced actual, apparent, and

material conf11cts ot interests between their individual

interests and the interests of the Trust Estate with respect to

the issues raised in the IRS Form 5701s and the IRS Audit. Your
Master subsequently reviewed the IRS Form 57015 and also reached

the same conclusion

Your Master then proposed to the Incumbent Trustees

that they all voluntarily recuse chemselves from participating in

the IRS Audit. A majority of the Incumbent Trustees declined to

do so. However, on January 21, ~999, a Petition Eor Approval of

Voluntary Rscusal Wich Respect to Pend~ng Tax Audit and for

Appoin omen t or a Panel of Special Administrators Wicb Respect to

~ending Tax Audit was tiled by Trustees Oswald Kofoad Stender and

Gerard Aulama Jervis ("Stender/Jervis Petition"). Your Master

then filed the Report of che Master Pursuant to the Order

Adopting Recommendation No. 18 of the Master's Consolidated

Report on the lO9ch, llOch, and lllth Annual Accounts or the

Trustees Filed on October 21, 1998, and the Order Adopting

Amended Recommendation No. 22 of the Master's Second Supplemental

Report on the One Hundred Ninth, one Hundred Tentb, and One

Hundred Eleventh Annual Accounts of the Trustees Filed on
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process of addressing the issues raised in the Form 57015 ~ith

the aim of eventually entering into a Closing Agreement with the

IRS which would ~esolve all issues raised by the IRS Audit

Your Master now submits this Reporc to address var~ous

matters raised in the Special Purpose Trustees' Report which

require the Court's immeQiate attention and action..

A. REMCVA,L CR REStGNATtCN C.? INCUMBENT D~STEES

The Special Purpose Trustees report ~hat during their

April 19, 1999 mee~ing, the IRS identified various conditions for

any Closing Agreemen~. Most significant, however, is the first

condition demanded by the IRS which it described as "non-

negotiable" . That condition (hereinafter referred to as "IRS

demand "for removal or resignation of the Incumbent Trustees"

requires:

1. The permanent removal or resignation of all
five incumbent Trustees. . . from all positions held
by them in KSBE, its profit and not-for-profit
subsidiaries, support organizations, affiliates, and
investments (hereinafter "subsidiaries"). . . . The

IRS wants assurance by appropriate Court action that
this process is underway and will be accomplished in
the near future. The IRS stated if it did not receive
a "olear signalW that appropriate action was being
taken to satisfy this condition, that the IRS would
discontinue negotiations with the Special Purpose
Trustees and begin the process to seek revocation of
KSBE's tax exempt status. . . .

Special Purpose Trustees' Reporc at 3-4.

Your Master has met with all of Special Purpose

Trustees regarding the IRS' demands. Your Master has also

reviewed the IRS Form 570ls and other documents and materials
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District Office, the National Office, and the Office of ~he Chief

Counsel of ~he IRS to work toward a negotiated administrative

resolution of the IRS Audit on a coordinated basis (hereinafter

referred to as che "Special Coordinated Process") . See Letter
dated Ag~il 27. '999. from Mark McCona~h~ of

PriceWat.erhouseCQ~~er~ ~o S~ecial Pu~ose Trust~P:8 attached as

Exhibit C to Special Purpose Trustees I Report.

16. The Special Coordinated Process has been described

as:

[A]n opportunity to streamline resolution of the
case and to meet directly with those key IRS
officials who would have the ultimate decisions-
making authority for resolution of the case.

. * *
From a procedural standpoint, the IRS's invitation
to proceed on its coordinated approach as outlined
above has the potential for an expedited
resolution of all of the issues raised in the IRS
audit with KSBE'a tax-exempt status intacc. The
IRS believes that this process could be completed
by the fall of 1999.

See T,~t:t:er da.t~d A~r;l 27. 1999, from Mark McConagh~Qf

pric~Wa.terhoU8ecoO~Pt.c: to Spe~ia.l Pu~o8e Trustees attached as

Exhibit C to Special purpose Trustees' Report.

17. Under the Special Coordinated Process:

[A] 11 of the draft IRS notices of proposed
adjustment corresponding to the KSBE reporting
years ending June 30, 1992 through June 30, ~996
would be considered together, and an attempc would
be made to resolve them all on a global basis. In
contrast to the standarQ IRS procedures [under the
Coordinated Process} the IRS would give early
consideration to its proposed revocation of KSBE's
tax exempt status with an aim toward withdrawing
the proposed revocacion in t,he event that certain
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SEecial Pu~~s~ T~ugte@& attached as Exhibit C to Special Purpose

Trustees' Report.

20. T~e Special Purpose Trustees have been advised and

are convinced that the alterna~ive rOUCe ot proceeding through

the IRS Standard Procedure and engaging in prolonged litigation

with the IRS is not in the best interests of the Tr~st Estate and

entails uncertain risks of potentially significant financial

proportions. Le~~~r di3.ted A:!?ril 27 - 1999. from Rcb@rt Lo-See

Moore. Emmett B. r~ewiB. an_d P~tricia J ~ Sweene¥ cf Miller_","

Ch~valier to the S~ecial Pu~os~ Truste~B attached as Exhibit D

to the special Purpose Trustees' Report;. L~tt.~r dat~d A~ril 27_,

199Q, rrcm Mark: Mc~cnagh~ gf PriceWaterhcU8eCoo~~rs to Sp;~~ial

Pu~oae T~st@@s attached as Exhibit C to Special Purpose

Trustees' Report:.

The Special Purpose Trustees have been advised

that:

By reason of the inherent risks and uncertainties
relating to litigation, it is important for you co
note that if tax-exempt status were lost as a
result of litigation, there would be a significant
financial impact.

See Lett~r dated A~ril 21. 1999. from Diane Cornwell cf Arthur

Ander~en T.TJP ~Q S~ecial Ptl~cse Trustees attached as Exhibit B to

the Special Purpose Trustees' Report.

22. The special Purpose Trustees have also been

advised that

Under standard IRS procedures, the resolution.
of a proposed revocacion of ~ax-exempt etacu3 can
be prolonged over a number of years before the
issue is either ultimately resolved or a decision
to litigate made. Following the IRS standard

13



procedures would not be in the best interests of
KSBE.

* * -
Aside f.om ~he extensive legal fees involved

it must be remembered thac the outcome of any
litiga~ion is uncer~ain. Thus, as in all cases,
risks are necessarily associated with the outcome
of the IRS's challenge to KSBE's tax-exempt
status. If the outcome of the IRS's"challenge is
adverse to KSBE, we understand that this would
hav~ a major financial impact on KSBE.

It is for these reasons 'that we recommend
that all steps be taken to ensure that the
[Special Coordinated Procedure] is applied to the
resolution of the audit issues.,

.
.:::;s and Pa""ic;n .T "w~~n~v nf Mi11"r " "n~v.1ipr "~"h~

S~ecial Pu~ose T~stees attached as Exhibit D to the Special

Purpose Trustees' Report.

23. The.Special Purpose Trustees are of the unanimous

opinion that they.will be able to take advantage of this

opportunity to negotiate a Closing Agreement through the Special

Coordinated Procedure only if the permanent removal or

resignation ot the Incumbent Trustees has been achieved or the

Incumbent Trustees are removed on an inter;i.m basis pending

proceedings leading to permanent removal of the Incumbent
Trust.ees in the "near fut.ure. II

The Special Purpose Trustees have been advised24.

that:

[I]f a clear signal is not forchcoming that the
IRS governance demands will be met, the IRS has
indicated that it would proceed wich steps to
revoke KSBE's tax-exempt scatus. In that evenc,
KSBE could present ics case before the IRS under
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~he established examination procedures, and seek
~o dissuade the IRS from ~hat action. Should
efforts to dissuade the IRS not succeed, then KSBE
w~uld likely be faced with litigation with all its
inherent risks.

Letter dat@d Agril 27. 1999- from Mark McCQnagh~ ofSee . attached as

PriceWaterhnus~CooDers to s~ecial PU~Og~ Tru8t~==

Exhib1t C to Special Purpose TrUsteesl Report

25. The Special Purpose Trustees s~ate:

If the nego~iations are discontinued by the
IRS, KSBE will then be involved in an
administrative hearings process within the IRS,
and if the IRS' decision were to be adverse to
KSBE, an appeal would be made to the appropriate
court to finally resolve the issue. In the event
of an adverse decision, KSBE could lose its tax
exempt status with severe tax ramifications.

Special Purpose Trustees' Report at 7.

26. The Special purpose Trustees do not have the power

or authority to satisfy the IRS demand for removal or resignation

the Incumbent Trustees.

The mere ~ of revocation of ~he tax-exemp~27.

status of the Trust Estate generated by ~he District Office of

the IRS through the initiation of a process to revoke the tax-

exempt status, and the ensuing litigation with the IRS concerning

such revocation' would likely result in financial consequences for

the Trust Estate of a material nature. Among such financial

consequences include the following:

(a) During the years of litigation, the Trust

Estate's operations would operate under a substantial cloud of
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Special Purpose Trustees have little recourse but to turn to the

Court with their dilemma.

The importance of the'tax-exempt status makes the

Special Purpose Trustees ducy-bound to protect ic. In addition

to their common law fiduciary duties as Trustees, HRS § 554A-3(b)

of the Un~Eo~ Trustees' Powers Act mandates that:

fAt tru=t:ee has ad~t¥ to act: wit:h du~ r~gard to_th~
tru9t~@'B ~_bli~at:ion as a fidu~i~~. includina ~ dut:~
not to ~~@rcis@_an~ :gow@r undE!Y' thi~ cha~tE!r in such a
way as to d~griYe th@ trust. of an oth~rwise available
ta~ @xemgtiQ~, deduction, or credit for tax purposes or
deprive a donor of a trust asset; of a tax exemption,'
deduction, or credit or operate to impose a tax upon a
donor or other person as owner of any portion of the
trust. "Tax" includes, but is not limited to, any
federal, sta~e, or local income, gift, es~ate, or
inheritance. tax.

[emphasis added].

The Incumbent Trustees are equally obliged to satisfy

this duty to protect the tax exemption of the Trust Estate. If

each Incumbent Trustee's continued tenure in the position of

Trustee results in jeopardy to the tax-exempt status of the Trust

Estate, would he or she be properly discharging his or her legal

duty to the Trust Estate by failing to step down from the

position of Trustee? That may well be the case under the

circumstances involved with the Tax Audit as described by the

Special Purpose Trustees.

~It is within the power of the Court, sitting in equity,

to temporarily remove or suspend a serving trustee and to appoint

an interim trustee to take the place 'of the serving trustee if by

so Qoing the Court will be preserving, protecting and furthering

the interests of the trust.
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69 Haw. 569, 571,

(1966) .

the court'S sound discretion.

{affirming the

The power of a court of equity to remove a trustee
is a discretionary power and its exerc1se will not be
disturbed on appeal unless the discretion has been

abused.

33 Haw. at 356-357.

the

purpose TrusteeS' Report,
:"~~- ~~~ n~Red unon the potencial jeopardy to ~he financial
~ IV.~, ~..- - .-
interests of the Trust Estate by the circumstances involving the

T~~ h11n'lt of the Trust Estate, your Master recommends that the

t'ler W.l.I i ~ -

subsidiaries, support organizations, affiliates, and investments

(collectively referred to as the "Subsidiaries") pending a

further hearing, on a dace to be sec at the Court's earliest

~~ rl~r~rmine whether or not the Incumbent Trustees
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of ~he Trusc Es~ate and all other positions within the Trust

Es~ate and its SuDsidiaries. Your Master also recommends that

the hearing on t~e order to show cause be held prior to ~he

scheduled May 10, 1999, data on which the Special Purpose

Trustees are next scheduled to meet with the IRS to engage in

negotiations of issues involved in the IRS Audit.

Should the Court remove the Incumbent Trustees on an

interim basis, your Master recommends that the Court appoint

substitute interim Trustees as soon as practical, granting such

interim Trustees the authority to exercise all trust powers on

behalf of the Trust Estate, except for those matters over which

the Special Purpose Trustees have been charged pursuant to the

Order Appointing Special Purpose Trustees.

B. TRUSTEE SCiEENrNG AND SELECTZON PROCESa

The Special Purpose Trustees report that the IRS has

demanded that:

2. A screening and selection process must be put
in place to select qualified Trustees for KSBE. This
is a condition precedent to the IRS ent~ring into a
Closing Agreement with KSBE.

S:ge~~al Pur:;ggse TruSt:~~8' ~osition ~ith reg:a.rd t'o

conditicn "2": The Special Purpose Trustees believe
they have no authoricy to concrol or determine the
method for the selection of Trustees.

Special Purpose Trustees' Report at 4.

Inasmuch as che procedure for selecting Trustees of the

Trust Estate is set by the Will of Bernice pauahi Bishop and is

otherwise governed by State law, your Master recommends that the

Special Purpose Trustees be directed to seek clarifica~ion of ~he
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specific concerns and objectives sought to be achieved by che IRS

by ~his condition "2" and report back to the cou+t.

s..cOPE C.P' SPECIAL PUR.PQS£ TRUST~~S' A~CR.n

The Special Purpose Trustees report that ~he IRS has

demanded that:

3. A Closing Agreement must 1nvolv~ agreement on
the part of KSBE and all subsidiaries for the years
involved in the IRS Auait commencing with fiscal year
1990 through the stgning of the Closing Agreement.
This is a condition preceaent to the IRS entering into
a Closing Agreement with KSBE.

~ci~~.. Pu~n~~ '1'"rl]ste~s' gosi r: ; on ~i ~h r~O"~rd.t,Q.
ccndi ~ion':J~': Unless otherwise instructed by the

Co~rt, the Special Purpose Trustees will negotiate with
the IRS under the conditions described above. If this
condition is to be negotiated, the Special ~urpose
Trustees need confirmation of their authority to
negotiate on behalf of KSBE ana all subsidiaries for
the years 1990 to the date of the Closing Agreement.

Special Purpose Trustees' Report at 4-5.
Your Master recommends that the Court supplemenc its

Order Appointing Special Purpose Trustees to clarify and confirm

that the authority of the Special Purpose Trustees to exercise
,

trust powers related to the IRS Audit in the name of the Tru$t

Estate covers ~he period from the beginning of fiscal year 1990

(July 1, 1989) through the date of the Closing Agreement and

covers not just the Trust Estate but also its Subsidiaries.

D. TRUSTEE col1ElUsATro~

The Special Purpose Trustees report that:

6. The IRS insists on immediate action to insur~
that the incumbent Trustees do not receive unreasonable
compensation in the 1999 fiscal year, and that chey do
not remove assets beyond the control of the Court o~
the IRS. The IRS' position is that removal of assets
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beyond the con~rol of ~he Court, or receipt of
unreasonable compens~tion for the 1999 fiscal year,
could result in proceedings for summary revocation of
KSBE's tax exempt status.

~@cia' PU~CSQ Tru~tQQ~' Dosi~inn wi~h reaard t"Q
~ondi~iQn~": The Special Purpose Trustees believe
they do not have authority to limit the amount of
compensation paid to the Trustees in the 1999 fiscal'
year, or to prevent the removal of assets. from KSBE and
subsidiaries beyond the control of the Court and the
IRS.

Special Purpose Trustees' Report at 6.

Your Master notes that he has filed with the Court on

April 27, 1999, a Master's Report Regarding Trustees' Petition

for Approval or a Plan for Determining Trustee Compensation

Pursuant to Stipulation No. 15 and ror Creation or a Compensation

Committee in Accordance with the Plan Filed on March 29, 1999

("Master's Report on Trustee Compensation Plan"). Among the

issues discussed in that report and of which further action is

recommended by the Court is the matter of Trustee compensation

since January l, 1999. Your Master recommends that the Special

Purpose Trustees' concern regarding the issue of Trustee

compensation be addressed in conjunction with the Court's action

upon the recommendations contained in the Master's Report on

Trustee Compensation Plan.

As for the remain~er of the IRS' condition "6" that

assets not be removed by the Incumbent Trustees from the Trust

Estate and its Subsidiaries beyond the control of the Court and

the IRS, your Master recommends that the Court immediately cause

to be issued and served upon each Incumbent Trustee an order

directing him or her to show cause why he or she should not be

ordered not to exercise any control over assets of the Trust
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Estate and iC8 Subsidiaries which would remove such as6et$ from

the jurisdiction of the Court and the IRS. Your Masr.er also

recommends that ~he hearing on che order to show cause be held

prior to the scheduled May 10, 1999 date on which the Special

purpose Trustees are next scheduled to meet ~ith the IRS to

engage in negotiations of issues involved in the IRS Audi~.

XXI. CONCLUSION

The recommendations to the Cour~ in this Report call

for extraordinary relief. However, the circumstances facing the

Trust Estate in connection with the IRS Audit are unprecedented

and of such potential magnitude and consequence to the Trust

Estate as to necessi~ate such extraordinary relief. Your Master

therefore urges the Court to act upon the recommendations

contained herein expeditiously to protect and promote the best

interests of the Trust Es~ate-

DAT~D at Honolulu, Hawaii, April 29, 1999.

co~~~~~[g~ ~ k
Master
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIRST CIRCUIT

STATE OF HAWAII

}

)
)
)

)
)

In the Matter of the Estate EQUITY NO. 2048

of CERTIFICATE OF .SERVICE

BERNICE P. BISHO~

Deceased.
)

CERTIFICATE OF S~R.VICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing document

was duly served upon the parties listed below, in the manner

described thereto, at their last-known addres~, on the date of

tiling.

B~ u.s. Mail B~ Hand Deliv~r¥

xROBiRT B. GRAHAM, JR., ESO.
Ashford Or. Wriston
Alii Place, Sui~e 1400
1099 Alakea Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

and



~U.s. Mail B¥,.Hand De 1 i ve ~

xNATHAN T. K. AIPA, ESQ.
Karnehameha School~/Bishop Estate
567 South King Street. #310
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

At torneys for HENRY HAALILIO
PETERS, RICHARD SUNG HONG WONG,
and MARION MAE LOKELANI LINDSEY.
Trustees of the E~tate of'
Bernice P. Bishop, Deceased

xMARGERY S. BRONSTER, ESQ.
KEVIN T. WAKAYAMA, ESQ. .
Dept. of the Attorney General
830 Punchbowl Street, #219
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Attorneys for the Beneficiaries

xCRYSTAL K. ROSE, ESQ.
BRUCE D. VOSS, ESQ.
Bays, Deaver, Hiatt, ~ung & Rose
Alii Place, l6t.h Floor
1.099 Alakea Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

and

xJ. DOUGLAS ING, ISO,.
TERI Y. KONDO, ESQ.
Watanabe, Ing &. Kawashima
First Hawaiian Center
999 Bishop Street, 23~ Floor
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Attorneys for OSWALD KOFOAD
STENDER, In his Fiduciary
Capacity as Trustee of the
Kamehameha Schools Bernice
Pauahi Bishop Estate
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B¥ U.s. Mail B~ HandCeli~8r~

xRONALD R. SAKAMOTO, ESQ.
CAROLYN E. HAYASHI, ESQ.
Char Sakamoto Ishii Lum - Ching
Davies Pacific Center
841 Bishop Street, Suite 850
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Attorneys for GERARD AULAMA
JERVIS in his Fiduciary
Capacity as Trustee of the
Kamehameha Schools Bernice
pauahi Bishop Estate

xWILLIAM A. HARRISON, ESQ.
Davies Pacitic Center, #800
841 Bi,shop Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

and

xMICHAEL J. GREEN, ESQ.
DAVID GIERLACH, ESO.
345 Queen Street, 2nd Floor
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Attorne"ys for Trustee
MARION MAE LOKEI..ANI LINDSEY

xRENEE M. L. YUEN, ESQ.
Haseko Center, Suice 702A
820 Mililani Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Attorney for Trustee
HENRY HAALILIO ~ETERS
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~- u - S - Ma.il B~ Uand Deliver~

WAYNE M. SAKAI, ESQ.
Burke, Sakai, McPheeters,

Bordner, Iwanaga & Estes
Grosvenor Cen~er, Mauka Tower
737 Bishop Street, Suite 3100
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

x

and

GLENN K. SATO, ESQ.
pauahi Tower, Suite 770
1.001. Bishop Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

x

Attorneys for RICHARD SUNG
HONG WONG, Trustee of the
Karneharneha Schools Sernice
pauahi Bishop Estate

DATED at Honolulu, Hawaii, April 29, 1999.

CO~BER'1' M. MATSUMOTO
Master
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